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Three Paintings
By Shivani Singh
About the Artist
I am Dr. Shivani Singh from India. I am working as an assistant professor at Savitribai
Phule Pune University in Liberal Arts, Interdisciplinary School of Science. My subject
specialization is in the history of women in education. I have a deep interest in knowing about
women who have been pioneers in higher education. Painting is a form of meditation to me; it
brings my focus around a concept and the process, including colours and techniques. I have learnt
many fine art forms by myself, mostly Indian styles in water colours, glass paintings, warli1
paintings, fluid art, and acrylic knife painting. Email: shivanisinghbhu@gmail.com.
Description of Painting 1: Flowers of Agony
In India, we all love to see our women decorated and beautiful in the best of attires, with
jewelry and make-up. But a woman is constantly surrounded by the agony, troubles, and mental
stress brought on by the people around her, especially at home.
The water colour painting made on a cartridge sheet measuring 12 by 16 inches shows a
female face which seems to be peaceful and is surrounded with a wreath of beautiful flowers. The
hair is covered with thorny vines emanating from her head showing the mental agony she goes
through. The wreath of flowers seems to beautify the woman, but it also indicates the sad, quiet,
slow death of her inner happiness.

1

A form of tribal art mostly created by the people of Maharashtra, India.
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Description of Painting 2: I still SHINE
Women with different sexual orientations are vulnerable to open rejection, insults (verbal
and emotional), physical assault, and violence. This painting made on a 16 by 18-inch cartridge
sheet was done with water pencil colours, and the detailing was done in the form of doodling. The
doodling must be viewed with patience as the feeling of rejection and outcasted sense of being that
women experience is projected with utmost effort in the minute doodle drawings. This painting
celebrates the zeal and inner spirit of these women despite facing the defeating attitudes of people
around them.
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Description of Painting 3: Dreamcatcher
Female feticide is a curse which India has been suffering from. The painting demonstrates
the broken unborn dreams in the form of feathers of dark colours fallen on the ground on one side.
The other half of the painting shows the departing feet of an unborn female fetus soaked in blood
which could have taken birth and embraced the sky of dreams with open hands. Those dreams
could have flourished and prospered only if they would not have been snatched away from the
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happy mothers dreaming of their doll babies. It is a water colour painting on a 12 by 16-inch
cartridge sheet.
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